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INTRODUCTION

1. By its Order Concerning the Preparation and Presentation of the Defence Case,
dated 21 October 2005 ("the 21 October Order"), Trial Chamber 1 ordered the
Defence teams in the ongoing Trial to file certain materials not later than 17
November 2005, with projections ofa Status Conference to be held on 27 October
2005, a Pre-defence Conference to be held on the 11 of January 2006, and of the
Defence case to commence on the 17 January 2006. The said Status Conference
was duly held as projected on 27 October 2005.

2. The materials which the Chamber ordered the Defence to file on or before the 17
November 2005 as aforesaid, were as follows:
a). i). the name of each witness;

ii) a summary of their respective testimony;
iii) the points of the indictment to which each witness will testify;
iv) the estimated length oftime for each witness to testify
v) an indication of whether the witness will testify in person or pursuant to

Rule 92bis of the Rules;
b). A list of expert witnesses, whose names must appear on the list of witnesses

referred to above, with a brief description of the nature of their evidence and a
preliminary indication of when their reports will be ready and its availability to
the Prosecution.

c). A list of exhibits the Defence intends to offer in its case, containing a brief
description of their respective nature and contents, and stating where possible
whether or not the Prosecution has any objection as to their authenticity.

d). A chart which indicates, for each paragraph in the indictment, the testimonial
evidence and documentary evidence upon which the Defence will rely to
defend the Accused against the allegations contained therein;

3. Notwithstanding certain logistical, field and other constraints encountered by the
Norman Defence Team in its effort to comply with the aforesaid 21 October
Order, the team was able to comply to an appreciable extent with the said order by
17 November 2005. It chose to do so by what it considered a not improbable
mode of compliance in the circumstances of a joint trial in which all three accused
persons are facing a single consolidated indictment, and a mode which did not
seem expressly precluded or excluded by the Rules of Procedure and Evidence.
That mode was to file jointly with the other CDF defence teams on the 17
November 2005 the "Joint Defence Materials Filed Pursuant to 21 October 2005
Order of Trial Chamber 1 and Request for Partial Modifications Thereof' ("Joint
Defence Materials") .

4. Thereafter, the Chamber issued and filed "Scheduling Order for Status
Conference" dated 18 November 2005 by which it ordered a further Status
Conference to be held on 23 November 2005, which was ultimately rescheduled
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for and held on 25 November 2005, with the Prosecution having on the orders of
the Chamber filed on 23 November 2005 the "Prosecution Submissions on the
Joint Defence Materials" aforesaid.

5. At the Status Conference held on 25 November 2005, the Defence and
Prosecution alike made various representations to the Chamber, with the Norman
Defence team emphasising mainly the constraints it was encountering in its
efforts to comply with the 21 October 2005 Order aforesaid. In the result, the
Chamber concluded that each of the Defence Teams had in effect failed so far to
comply with the 21 October Order; and it then issued and filed on the 28
November 2005 its" Consequential Order for Compliance with the Order
Concerning the Preparation and Presentation of the Defence Case". The said
Consequential Order of28 November 2005, among other Orders, effectively
extended the date for each Defence team complying separately and individually
with the various elements of the 21 October Order to "no later than the 5th of
December 2005 at 4.00pm", together with a deadline of30 November 2005 for
any protective measures application in respect of any witnesses intended to be
called by the Norman and Fofana Teams. The said Consequential Order also
stipulates that should any team seek to apply for protective measures after 30
November 2005 or to make additions to its lists of witnesses and exhibits after 5
November 2005, in each case" it may be permitted to do so only upon good cause
being shown", a stipulation presumably applying to the various compliance
elements in the said consequential Order.

NORMAN TEAM'S CONSTRAINTS

6. Because of the generally higher profile of Norman in both the National politicaJl
scheme and the CDF affairs, the Norman Defence Team realised that so many
more witnesses would be required for his defence. Some of the required witnesses
reside in countries outside Sierra Leone, like Nigeria, the UK, and the US. Even
the intended witnesses residing or believed to be residing in Sierra Leone, were in
far-flung areas which in some cases are in terrain difficult of access or were
discovered to be prone to moving from one town, chiefdom or district to another
even between visits by the Defence Team without leaving effective pointers
behind. Furthermore, apart from initial fears to come forward as potential
witnesses because of alleged intimidation by local authorities and the Special
Court Outreach team, the insistence of several Kamajors of agreeing to be
witnesses only after direct contact with or after the approval of the detained Mr
Norman (sometimes even insisting on prior face to face contact with Norman)
posed time-consuming constraints for the Norman Team.

7. Logistical constraints were also very severe indeed. With only one vehicle made:
available to the team on its visits up-country for three or four days at a time, it
was often impossible to access more than one or two towns at a time; and with
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extremely limited funding throughout the exercise, it was not easy getting
potential witnesses to travel from outlying towns and villages to meet with the
investigators and the defence teams at centres visited by the team during
particular visits. Even where initial contacts were made with certain potential
witnesses, in some cases it was not possible to access them on the follow-up
visits, especially as some of them had to travel fairly long distances to meet with
the team, with poor transport and communications facilities in various areas
having greatly reduced the chances of prior contact or information.

8. These constraints were aggravated by the effects of the stance that had been taken
by the First Accused in relation to the trial. It will be recalled that Norman had
withdrawn his personal presence at the trial proceedings on the grounds that he
had not been served personally with the consolidated indictment nor formally
arraigned upon it to enable him to take his plea thereon. Be that as it may, the
practical effect on the witness tracing exercise of his Defence Team was that he
was often reluctant to cooperate with them on the ground that he would not know
as to what charges, incidents or allegations he would need witnesses to testify to
and so he would not know whether to call or whom to call as witnesses. This
greatly slowed down the identification of potential witnesses and the taking down
of their respective testimony statements. The current posture of the First Accused
in this regard accounts for the presentation of his availability to testify in person
in the manner it appears in the list of witnesses (Annex A) below

9. As a result of these various constraints, certain potential witnesses may still
remain to be identified and interviewed even as at now and possible exhibits to
be unearthed. For a fair and full defence of the First Accused, the witness and
exhibit tracing exercise will thus have to continue in the mean time and may
overlap with the early stages of the Defence case after it shall have opened on 17
January 2006. By the same token, and considering the state of witness statements
and exhibits at the present moment, it has regrettably not been practicable in all
the circumstances to include among the annexes hereto a comprehensive chart, as
required by the 21 October and 28 November 2005 Orders of the Chamber
"which indicates, for each paragraph in the indictment, the testimonial evidence
and documentary evidence upon which the defence will rely to defend the
Accused against the allegations contained therein" in respect of the First Accused.
Appropriate leave and permission is to be sought from the Chamber for a
supplemental filing of the relevant information and document not later than 14th
December 2005. Otherwise, the Annexes submitted below are hereby filed in
compliance with the Chamber's aforesaid Orders of21 October 2005 and 28
November 2005.
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COMPLIANCE WITH THE ORDERS

10. The Defence for the First Accused has attached a witness list (Annex A)
containing the names of witnesses that could provide relevant information on
particular incidents alleged by the Prosecution in the indictment. This witness list
is subject to amendment by the Norman Defence Team in accordance with the
Rules of Procedure and Evidence.

11. The Defence of the First Accused has also attached an exhibit list (Annex B)
containing a list of documents the defence intends to rely on to prove its case,
with a brief description of their respective nature and contents. The Defence
might add any exhibit to this list depending on when it might unearth certain
documents.

12. The First Accused intends to testify in his own Defence pursuant to Rule 85 (C)
of the Rules.

th Day of December 2005.
/, .
•
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ANNEXA
LIST OF WITNESSES FOR THE FIRST ACCUSED AS PER THE CONSEQUENTIAL ORDER FOR COMPLIANCE OF 28th NOVEMBER 2005

CONCERNING THE PREPARATION AND PRESENTATION OF THE DEFENCE CASE.

Name of Witness Summary of testimony Reference to key points in Estimated Time Intended mode &
indictment testimony Language of

Testimony
1. H. E. Alhaji Dr. - Status of witness within the State apparatus and in Paragraphs 4,6,10,13, 10 hours In person ( English)
Ahmad Tejan relation to the national army and military structure 14,15,18,19,20,21
Kabbah (President of - Mobilization of the CDF as a defending force to
the Republic of restore democracy;
Sierra Leone) - The military and political modus operandi of the

SLPP government in exile.
- Establishment, organization, logistical support and
promotion ofthe CDF
- Responsibility for implementing policy and strategy
for prosecuting the war.
- How witness visited the Kamajors at Lungi Airport to
plan the strategy for the war together with some of the
Ministers
- About arms and ammunition from Sandline
International and the instructions given to Gen Khobe
on how the arms should be used
- About the letter from the office of the President to
"set up a committee to handle all policy matters relating
to the National militia/CDF" to be chaired by the Vice
President with some ministers as members and how the
President nominated specific persons as Regional
Representative and that command in the execution of
what to do in each region were in the hands of the
Regional Representatives.
- About the meeting held in Conakry by the president,
ministers and some Kamajors on how to unseat the
AFRC regime.

2. Dr. Albert Joe - Joint Ecomog and CDF role in defending Sierra Paragraphs 4,6,10,13,14, 10 hours In person (English)
Edward Demby Leone and in particular the role of the CDF in the 15,18,19,20,21
(Former Vice January 1999 invasion of Freetown;
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President of Sierra
Loene)

- Role as the representative of the government in exile
in Sierra Leone and as conduit of information between
the government in exile and the CDF;
- Logistical and other support networks to the CDF;
- Recognition of the contribution of the CDF to
democracy in Sierra Leone after the signing of the
Lorna Peace Accords.
- How Norman was sent to Sierra Leone Liberia border
to help organize the Kamajor resistance as the only
defence mechanism left with the SLPP government
after the soldiers had staged the coup.
- How witness and other ministers would advise the
Kamajors and General Khobe on the strategy of the
war.
- How President Kabbah flew from Guinea to Lungi
Airport and met with the Kamajors, addressed them and
toured the Lungi area and flew back to Guinea
- About the arms and Ammunition from Sandline
International which were shown to witness by Gen.
Khobe and how Gen. Khobe consulted witness on the
progress and strategy of the war.
- How after the interregnum Gen. Khobe was appointed
Chiefof Defence Staff and was responsible for all
defence and military matters as chief of Defence staff
which included the ECOMOG and CDF, including the
supply of defence equipment/supplies, logistics and
general welfare of the fighting forces
- How witness received a letter from the office of the
President to "set up a committee to handle all policy
matters relating to the National militialCDF" to be
chaired by witness with some ministers as members
and how the President nominated specific persons as
Regional Representative and that command in the
execution of what to do in each region were in the
hands of the Regional Representatives.
- How the War Council was formed and how it
assigned certain functions to certain individuals and
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how it was subsequently abolished.
-How complaints were investigated and what happened
to captured soldiers/rebels

3. Peter Penfold - Role of the international community in supporting the Paragraphs 4, 13, 14, 15, 3 hours In person ( English)
(former British High CDF in restoring democracy in Sierra Leone; logistical 18, 19
Commissioner to support from the international community, supply of
Sierra Leone) arms and ammunition from Sandline International.

- Support to the CDF from international bodies based in
Sierra Leone during the period October 1997 -
December 1999.
- Negotiations between the government and the
international community.

4. John Hirsch - Role of the international community in supporting the Paragraphs 4,13,14,15, 3 hours In person (English)
(Former American CDF in restoring democracy in Sierra Leone; 18, 19
Ambassador to - Lack of ajoint criminal enterprise within the CDF;
Sierra Leone) - Recounting of working relationship with Hinga

Norman in the time period prior to October 1997.
5. Berhanu Dinka - Role of the international community in supporting the Paragraphs 4,13,14,15, 5 hours In person (English)
(Former UNDP CDF in restoring democracy in Sierra Leone; 18, 19
Representative in - View from within the United Nations as to the role of
Sierra Leone) the CDF in the conflict
6. General Abu Wan - Joint Ecomog and CDF role in defending Sierra Paragraphs 13, 15,23,24, 5 hours In person (English)
Mohamed (Nigerian Leone with particular reference to key geographic areas 25(counts 1-2), 26(counts
Army, Ecomog) including Bo, Koribundo, Tongo Field, Kenema, 3-4),27 (count 5)

Moyamba and Bonthe;
- Role of Ecomog as a principal force in controlling,
supporting, and providing logistical support to the
CDF.
- How the CDF was under Ecomog command and how
arms and ammunitions were supplied by Ecomog to the
CDF
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7. Gen. Victor Malu - Joint Ecomog and CDF role in defending Sierra Paragraphs 13, 15, 18, 19, 5 hours In person (English)
(Nigerian Army, Leone with particular reference to key geographic areas 20,23, 24, 25(counts 1-2),
Ecomog) including Bo, Koribundo, Tongo Field, Kenema, 26(counts 3-4), 27(count 5)

Moyamba and Bonthe;
- Role of Ecomog as a principal force in supporting,
and providing logistical support to the CDF.

8. Gen. David - Role of the international community in supporting the Paragraphs 13,15, 18, 19, 5 hours In person (English)
Richards CDF in restoring democracy in Sierra Leone; 20,
(British Army) - Coordination between the CDF and the British Army

- Training provided by the British Army to the CDF.
9. Brigardier Jon - Role of the international community in supporting the Paragraphs 13, 15, 18, 19, 3 hours In person ( English)
Riley (British Army) CDF in restoring democracy in Sierra Leone; 20,

- Coordination between the CDF and the British Army.
10. M. S. Dumbuya - Appointment by the President in exile as northern Paragraphs 13, 15, 18, 19, 3 hours In person ( English)
(General Battalion commander ofthe CDF and his role in that position; 20,23,24, 25(counts 1-2),
Commander CDF, - role of the President in exile as the head of the CDF; 26(counts 3-40, 27(count
Northern Region) - planning done together with Ecomog on the 5)

intervention into Freetown,
- Training of the Kamajors

11. ChiefM. T. - testimony as to his role as the host of the CDF in his Paragraphs 13,15,17,18, 5 hours In person ( Mende)
Collier (CDF Host, chiefdom; 24b" 25b(counts 1-2),
Talia Yawbekow- - testimony as to events that took place in Base Zero 26b(counts 3-4),27(count
Base Zero) during the relevant time frame in the indictment; 5), 28(6-7), 29(count 8)

- knowledge as to the activities of the Death Squad.
- testimony as to the powers ofthe War Council in
appointments, directing and strategizing the war
- How arms and ammunition was acquired by the
Kamaiors,

12. Osman Vandi - Former CDF battalion commander will testify about Paragraphs 13, 15,18, 19, 5 hours In person ( Mende)
alias Vanjawai capture of Talia; 23, 24c, 25d(counts 1-2),
(Kamajor Battalion - actions of soldiers/rebels in Bo prior to arrival of the 26b(counts 3-4), 27(count
Commander) CDF; 5), 28(counts 6-7)

- Joint CDF/Ecomog role in defending Bo;
- Role of the President and government in exile during
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the conflict in directing actions of the CDF.
-The meeting of President Kabbah with the Kamajor
commanders at Lungi Airport to plan how to attack the
rebels/soldiers all over the country on a particular day.
-How President Kabbah thanked the Kamjors in Bo and
others towns.
-The powers of the war Council and the alleged killing
of an woman called Jeneba and one Joe Juna Betty by
Vanjawai's boys.

13. Arthur Koroma - Logistical support of arms and ammunitions, food to Paragraphs 13, 14, 18, 19, 6 hours In person (English)

(former District the CDF; 20,21,23, 24b, 25b(counts

Administrator
- Command structure of the CDF; 1-2),
- Administrative structure of the CDF.

CDF Kenema - Alleged killings by the Kamajors in Kenema
-About President Kabbah's visit to Lungi to strategize
the war and the welfare ofthe Kamaiors

14. BlK Sei Paragraphs 3, 14, 15, 24a, 5 hours In person (Mende)

(former kamajor - Will testify about attack on Tongo and advance notice 25a(counts 1-2), 26a,

battalion
given to civilians to leave before the any attack; 26b(counts 3-4) 27(count

commander
- testimony on the nature ofthe relationship between 5), 28(counts 6-7)
the Kamajors and civilians in Tongo;
- Aftermath of the attack on Tongo.
- How captured soldiers/rebels were treated by the
Kamajors.
- Discipline of the Kamajors

15.Shaka Lahai - former CDF commander will testify about the attack Paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 19, 5 hours In person (Mende)

(former kamajor on Tongo, and the supply of arms and ammunition and 24a, 25a(counts 1-2),

commander)
food from Ecomog and government in exile; 26a(counts 3-4), 27(count
- Attacks by soldiers in Tongo on civilians suspected of 5),28 (counts 6-7)
associating with Kamajors and how civilians were
killed in that respect.
- How the Kamajors sent warning messages before
attacking Tongo

16. Kekula Amara - Former CDF commander in Tongo/Bumpeh will Paragraphs 24a, 5 hours In person (Mende)

alias Kamabotie testify to attacks on Tongo, Dodo, and Talama; 25a(counts 1-2),
- Treatment of captured rebels and civilians by 26a(counts 3-4), 27(count

5
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(former kamajor Kamajors; 5), 28 (counts 6-7)

commander) - Killings of civilians by junta troops
-How the soldiers/rebels were burning and looting and
refutations the alleged killings by witness of Fatmata
Kamara and one Dr. Blood

17. Baggie Walters - former CDF commander to testify about the attack on Paragraphs 24a, 25a(counts 3 hours In person ( Mende)

(former kamajor Tongo, the killing of civilians by soldiers, how 1-2), 26a(counts 3-4),

commander) Kamajors behaved in Tongo, and the UNAMSIL 27(count 5), 28(counts 6-7)
bombing on Tongo with civilian casualties.

18. Mohamed -Deputy Chiefdom Commander in Koribundo who Paragraphs 23, 24c, 5 hours In person (Mende)

Sieraju-Deen led four of the attacks on Koribundo will testify 25d(counts 1-2),

Rogers (former
about initiation, February 1998 attack and the 26b(counts 3-4), 27(count
meeting with Hinga Norman alleged to have 5), 28(counts 6-7)

Deputy battalion occurred in early March 1998
commander) -About the burning and looting alleged in

Koribondo by the Kamaiors

19. Mustapha - Former CDF commander will testify how Kamajors Paragraphs 6,13,15,19, 3 hours In person ( Mende)

Koroma (kamajor were recruited; 23, 24c, 24f, 25d,

commander)
- his appointment by the War Council for the Black 25g(counts 1-2),
December operation; 26b(counts 3-4), 27((count
- receiving of supplies from Ecomog and through the 5), 28(count 6-7)
war council;
- testimony as to the attack on Bo and the joint Ecomog
/ CDF operation

20. Kenneth Koker - CDF general battalion commander will testify on the Paragraphs 13, 15, 18 3 hours In person (Mende)

(general Battalion CDF supply chain as to how they got arms and

commander)
ammunition and other basic necessities from the
government in exile in Guinea.

21. Mama Munda - Former CDF initiator will testify as to the initiation Paragraphs 6, 8 3 hours In person ( Mende)

Fortune (kamajor process and the rules that were to be obeyed and who

initiator) was eligible for initiation
- The consequences of not respecting or keeping the
laws of the Kamaiors

22. Dixon S. Kosia - Deputy Battalion Commander in the CDF who will Paragraphs 13, 15,23, 24c, 2 hours In person ( Mende)

(deputy battalion testify about the events in Koribundo and the town 25d(counts 1-2),

commander)
meetings that were attended by Hinga Norman. 26b(counts 3-4), 27(count
- The alleged burning and looting in Koribondo and 5), 28(counts 6-7)
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what happened to captured rebels/soldiers.

23. Bobar Brima - A civilian from Koribundo who will testify about the Paragraphs 13, 15,23, 24c, 2 hours In person ( Mende)

(civilian, actions of the rebels in Koribundo. 25d(counts 1-2),

Koribondo) -How rebels used to disguise as Kamajors and commit 26b( counts 3-4),
atrocities. 27(count5), 28(counts 6-7)
-How soldiers compelled them to leave Koribondo
upon hearing that the Kamajors were to attack
Koribondo
- The alleged looting and burning by the Kamajors.

24. Bobar Jabbi - A civilian from Koribundo will testify to the actions Paragraphs 13, 15,23, 24c, 2 hours In person (Mende)

(civilian, of soldiers in the town, how the soldiers were looting 25d( counts 1-2),

Koribondo)
and burning and the visit of Hinga Norman to 26b(counts 3-4), 27(count
Koribundo while returning from Pujehun 5), 28(counts 6-7)
- How the soldiers were terrorizing the civilian
population and shooting sporadically.

25. George Jina - A civilian from Koribundo will testify to the actions Paragraphs 13, 15,23, 24c, 3 hours In person ( Mende)

Bio (civilian, of soldiers in the town, how the soldiers were looting 25d(counts 1-2),

Karibondo)
and burning and the brief visit ofHinga Norman to 26b(counts 3-4), 27(count
Koribundo on his return from Pujehun. 5), 28(counts 6-7)

26. Bockarie - Former CDF commander will testify about the Paragraphs 13, 15,23, 24c, 3 hours In person (Mende)

Beiloko (Kamajar, physical violence perpetrated by the soldiers in 25d( counts 1-2),

Koribondo Koribundo and the brief visit of Hinga Norman to 26b(counts 3-4), 27(counts
Koribundo. 5), 28(counts 6-7)

27. Bockarie - Former CDF commander will testify about how Paragraphs 13,6,15,19, 3 hours In person (Mende)

Fomba Sannoh President Kabbah requested the kamajors to mobilize 20,23, 24b, 25b(counts 1-

(former battalion
and fight the juntas and about the capture of SS camp 2), 26a(counts 3-4),
and the attack on Kenema. 27(count5), 28(counts 6-7)

commander) - How the rebels were terrorizing civilian population in
Kenema and SS Camp
-How the rebels/soldiers were looting and burning
houses

28. Stephen Lahai - Former CDF Task Force Commander for Kenema Paragraphs 6,13,15,19- 3 hours In person (Mende)

Fassah (former will testify how a contingent went to Liberia to meet 21, 24b, 25b(count 1-2),

Task Force
Ecomog and how the President in exile sent Hinga
Norman to meet them;

commander, - Testimony as to the supply of logistic equipment to
Kenema) CDF;
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- testimony about the attacks on Pujehun, SS Camp and
the Bo-Kenema;
- Appointments made by the War Council.

29. Mohamed - Former CDF administrator based in Kenema will Paragraph 13, 14, 15, 17, 3 hours In person ( Mende)

Kaineh (former testify to alleged events that occurred in Kenema and 19, 24b, 25b, 25c(countsI-

deputy Director of the command structure of the CDF. 2),26(3-4), 27(count 5),
- Alleged killings by the Kamajors in Kenema, 28(counts)

War, CDF terrorizing of the civilian population by the
Kenema) soldiers/rebels

30. Fallah Bindi - Former CDF Administrator, Kailahun District will Paragraph 13, 14, 15, 17, 3 hours In person ( Mende)

(former Director of testify on looting by soldiers, how soldiers dressed as 19, 24b, 25b, 25c(counts 1-

Operations CDF
kamajors, killings by soldiers in Kenema, the capture of 2),
SS Camp, the treatment of civilians in Kenema by

Kailahun District.) rebels/soldiers, how the police opened fire on the
kamajors in Kenema, the control of Ecomog over the
kamajors in Kenema.

31. Ismail Senesie - Former CDF General Battalion commander, Kenema Paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 17, 3 hours In person (Mende)

Koroma (General District will testify about initiation processes, the 19,23, 24b, 25b,

battalion
supply of logistics, arms and ammunition and food, the 25c(counts 1-2),

commander CDF,
capture of Blama and Kenema, the instructions
received prior to the attack on Kenema, how the

Kenema District. Kamajors fell under the command of Ecomog in
Kenema.

32. Denis Sam - Former Kamajor police in Dodo Chiefdom will testify Paragraphs 13,14,15, 17, 3 hours In person (Mende)

Mustapha (former about initiation, the attack on Tongo and Kenema, the 19, 23, 24a, 24b, 25a, 25b,

kamajor police,
warnings given to civilians in Tongo, the Ecomog 25c(counts 1-2)
commander over Kamajors in Kenema and how

CDF, Dodo captured rebels and soldiers were handed over to
Chiefdom) Ecornoz,

33. Denis Sam - Civilian from Koribundo will testify how soldiers Paragraph 23, 24c, 3 hours In person ( Mende)

Mustapha (former were burning houses in Koribundo and the visit of 27(count 5)

kamajor police,
Hinga Norman to Koribundo.

CDF, Dodo
Chiefdom)
34. Dauda Sheriff - Former Kamajor combatant from Koribundo will Paragraph 23, 24c, 25d, 3 hours In person (Mende)

testify to initiation process, the killings by soldiers in 25b(counts 1-2), 27(count
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(kamajor, Koribundo, how soldiers were terrorizing the civilians 5), 28(counts 28)

Koribondo) and burning their houses, and the meeting Hinga
Norman attended in March 1998 in Koribundo.

35. Mustapha - Former CDF National Administrator will testify about Paragraphs 13,14,15,19 3 hours In person ( Mende)

Lumeh (Director the supply chain of how arms and ammunitions, food

of Logistics CDF)
were supplied to the CDF and the role ofEcomog in
training the kamajors how the kamajors fought under
the command of Ecomog

36. Modiboh Felee - Civilian will testify to actions of the soldiers and how Paragraphs 23, 24c, 3 hours In person (Mende)

(Kpominia village) the kamajors stopped the soldiers from terrorizing the 27(count 5), 28(counts 6-7)
civilians in Koribundo.
- The attack on Koribondo and the looting and burning
of houses by soldiers

37. Francis Bassie - Civilian from Koribundo will testify about the Paragraphs 23, 24c, 3 hours In person (Mende)

(Koribondo) burning ofhouses in Koribundo. 27(count 5), 28(counts 6-7
-How the soldiers were terrorizing the civilian
population by shooting sporadically.

38. Mohamed S. - Former Kamajor combatant will testify about Paragraphs 8, 13, 17,23, 3 hours In person (Mende)

Koker. initiation and the rules of Kamajors and the attack on 24c, 26b(counts 3-4),

(Nyaknagohun
Koribundo. 27(count 5)
- How soldiers were burning houses while retreating

Bagbor) from Koribondo

39. Edison - Civilian will testify about the killing of his wife by Paragraphs 23, 24c, 25c 3 hours In person (Mende)

Massaquoi soldiers and the burning of houses by soldiers and (counts 1-2)

(Kponima Village)
rebels in Koribundo.

40. Lansana - Former battalion commander will testify about supply Paragraphs 24a, 25a(counts 3 hours In person ( Mende)

Bockarie (former of arms and ammunition, the attack and capture of 1-2), 26a(counts 3-4),

battalion
Tongo, and terrorizing civilian population by the 27(count 5), 28(counts 6-7)

commander)
soldiers in Tongo.

41. Sheik Waheed - Kamajor will testify about killings and burnings by Paragraphs 23, 24c, 25d, 3 hours In person ( Mende)

KaHon (Bo, the soldiers in Koribundo. 25b(counts 1-2), 27(count

KenemaHigh
- How the soldiers were shooting sporadically while 5), 28(counts 6-7)

way.)
retreating from Koribondo

42. Mohamed - Former CDPbattalion commander Vii!! testify about Paragraphs 13,14,15,17, 3 hours In person (Mende)
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Bonie Koroma how the SS Camp was captured, the attack on Kenema 19, 23, 24b, 25b,

(former battalion and the seizure of a large quantity of arms, ammunition 25c(counts 1-2),

commander) and food from the juntas, how angry civilians burnt 26a,b(counts 3-4) 27(count
down some houses belonging to the juntas in Kenerna, 5), 28(counts 6-7)
how civilians were treated by Kamajors in Kenema,
and how the attack on Kenema was under the command
of Ecomog.

43. Fomba M. Wai - Former CDF Logistics Officer will testify on how Paragraphs 13,14,15,17, 3 hours In person (Mende)

(Logistics Officer- President Kabbah sent a representative to them to 19,23, 24b, 26a,

CDF
convince them to fight the war, how they got supplies 26b(counts 3-4), 27(counts
of arms, ammunition, medicine and food from the 5), 28(counts 6-7)
President in exile through Ecomog, the capture ofSS
Camp, Kenema, how police officers fought along side
AFRC/RUF, terrorizing the civilian population by the
rebels and the burning down of houses by angry
civilians, how the CDF cooperated with Ecomog under
Ecomoz control

44. Murray - Former CDF discipline commander will testify about Paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 17, 3 hours In person ( Mende)

Konneh (former initiation and the laws of the kamajors, about the attack 19,23, 24b, 25b,

Discipline
on SS Camp, the burning of civilian houses by the 25c(counts 1-2), 26a,
soldiers, killings by soldiers in Kenema. 26b(counts 3-4), 27(count

commander-CDF) 5), 28(count 6-7)

45. Alhaji Koroma - Former CDF patrol commander will testify about Paragraphs 13,14,15,17, 3 hours In person (Mende)

(former patrol killings by the soldiers, looting and burning by soldiers 19,23, 24b, 25b,

commander-CDF)
in Kenema, attack on SS Camp. 25c(counts 1-2), 26a,
- Terrorizing the civilian population by shooting 26b(counts 3-4), 27(count
sporadically 5), 28(count 6-7)

46. Ansumana - Former CDF assistant commander to testify about Paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 17, 3 hours In person (Mende)

Bockarie (former killings by the soldiers in SS Camp, burnings by 19,23, 24b, 25ab(counts 1-

assistant
soldiers in SS Camp, the capture ofKenema. 2) 26a, 26b(counts 3-4),

commander CDF)
- The hostile relationship between the civilians and the 27(count 5), 28(counts 6-7)
soldiers/rebels in Kenema and SS Camo

47. Chief Momoh - Town chief will testify about killings in Kenerna, Paragraphs 13,14,15,17, 3 hours In person (Mende)

Kallon(Town burning of houses, capture of SS Camp. 19,23, 24b, 25b,

chief Tilorman,
25c(counts -12) 27(count
1;:\

SS Camp)
.J}
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DWN-48 - Former CDF combatant will testify how the soldiers Paragraphs 13,14,15, 17, 3 hours In person and in
Brima Morisa were harassing the civilian population and extorting 19,23, 24b, 27(burning) Mende

(former money, looting spree by soldiers, supply of logistics,

combatant-CDF) the attack on Kenema, how captured soldiers/rebels
were treated, how civilians burnt down houses
belonging to soldiers/rebels, the attacks on Tongo and
how some police officers were rescued by Kamajors,
and the supply of arms and ammunitions to the CDF.

49. Abu Swaray - Former CDF section commander will testify about the Paragraphs 13, 14,15,17, 3 hours In person (Mende)

(aka Sahr Kissi, attack on SS Camp, Kenema, their interaction with 19,23, 24b, 25b,

former section Ecomog, 25c(counts 1-2), 26a,

commander CDF,
- Killings by the soldiers of innocent civilians at SS 26b(counts 3-4)
Camp and Kenema

SS Camp,
Tilorma)
DWN-50 - Former Kamajor police will testify about the burning Paragraphs 13,14,15,17, 3 hours In person (Mende)
Sheku Sheriff of houses by the soldiers in Tilorma, attack on Kenema 19,23,24b, 27(count 5)

(former kamajor and how Kamajors were under the command of

police, SS Camp, Ecomog and received command through their

Tilorma)
operations from Ecomog

51.Chief Lahai - Chief will testify how soldiers were shooting Paragraphs 13,14,15,17, 5 hours In person and in

Koroma (SS randomly in town, burning of houses and killings by 19,23, 24b, 25b, Mende

Camp, Tilorman)
the soldiers, the attack on Kenema and how the CDF 25c(counts 1-2), 26a,
was under Ecomog. 26b(counts 3-4), 27(count)

52. Bob Lahai - Former Kamajor combatant will testify about the Paragraphs 13,14,15,17, 3 hours In person (Mende)

(Kamajor-CDF, 27 supply of arms and ammunition, the attack on Kenema, 19,23, 24b,27(count 5),

Kaisamba Terrace-
attack on SS Camp, and looting at Kenema. 28(counts 6-7)

Kenema)
53. Bockarie - A former town speaker will testify about burning of Paragraphs 13,14,15,17, 2 hours In person (Mende)

Konneh (Town houses by soldiers in SS Camp and how civilians were 19,23, 24b, 26a,

speaker, SS Camp,
beaten and terrorized by the soldiers/rebels 26b(counts 3-4), 27(count

Tilorma)
5), 28(counts 6-7)

54. Bockarie - former CDF assistant patrol commander at SS Camp, Paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 17, 2 hours In person (Mende)

Mambu (former Tilorma will testify about burning of houses by soldiers 19,23, 24b, 27(count 5),
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assistant patrol in SS Camp.

commander-CDF,
SS Camp, Tilorma
55. Mualim Nasiru - former assistant initiator CDF, Kenema will testify Paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 17, 3 hours In person (Mende)

Mustapha Fofana about a meeting held at Jendema by the vice president, I9,23,24b,

(former assistant
Kallon and Hinga Norman, how the CDF got supplies,
how kamajors were reprimanded, the attack on Kenema

initiator CDF, by the soldiers, visits by the President in exile to CDF
Kenema District) bases in 2000.

56. Rev. Sam - Key member ofa CDF international partnership will Paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 17, 6 hours In person (English)

Foray testify about the liaison between the Government in Paragraphs 19,23
Exile and Hinga Norman, the influence of the
government in exile in planning military operations in
the name of the state, the role of the War Council in
exile in the provision of arms to the CDF, and the
regular communication network established between
the President in exile, the international partnership and
Hinga Norman.
- Funding the CDF, supply of weapons and
ammunition, the groups and individuals involved in the
funding at the request of President Kabbah
- How President was involved in the day to day
involvement of the operation of the CDF and the
President was involved in the management of the war.

57. Junisa Musa - Former CDF commander in Tongo will testify about Paragraphs 10,13, 14, 4 hours In person (Mende)

(Former Director Kamajor attack on Tongo and the commands given 15,19,23, 24a, 25a(counts

of Operations
during the attack. 1-2), 27(count 5), 28(count
- How civilians were warned about the attack on Tongo 6-7)

CDF) - How witness went to Base Zero and briefed Chief
Quee about the situation around Tongo and how they
requested for arms and ammunition
- How weapons were received from Guinea
- How upon arrival in Tongo rebels used civilians as
human shields resulting in the deaths of many
Kamajors who could not shoot because ofthe situation
~ How captured rebels/soldiers weie treated
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- How the rebels brought Nissan truck with food itmes,
petrol and other explosives to set Kenema on fire
- How six police officers were arrested and handed over
to Ecomog

58. KBK Magonna - Former CDF commander will testify about attack on Paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 17, 2 hours In person (Mende)
Kenema and alleged killings by kamajors. 19,23,24~25b,25c,26~

26b,27,28

59. Kpewa KaHon - Former chiefdom chairman CDF will testify about the Paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 17, 3 hours In person (Mende)

(former chiefdom supply of arms and food, how Hinga Norman was 19, 23, 24b, 25b,

chairman CDF acting on the direction of the President, the attack on 25c(counts 1-2)
SS camp, and the role ofEcomog injoint operations

Koya Chiefdom) with the CDF
DWN-60 - Journalist in Sierra Leone during the relevant times of Paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 17, 3 hours Rule 92 bis

Lansana Gberie the indictment will provide a factual analysis of the 19,23

(Journalist) conflict and the significant role played by the CDF in
stopping the conflict and preventing further atrocities
by rebels and soldiers

61. Edward A. - Witness will testify about activities of children Paragraph 29(count 5) 2 hours In person (Mende)

Tommy (child rescued from the rebels by the CDF.

witness)
62. AJF Lahai, - a former CDF commander from Talia will testify Paragraph 8, 13, 14 2 hours In person (Mende)

Nyandehun about instructions on rules of war given before an
attack,
- how Kamajors defended Talia from rebels

63. Joseph Kebie - Former Kamajor combatant will testify to events at Paragraph 8, 13, 14 2 hours In person (Mende)
Talia, and the instructions given by Hinga Norman on
how to treat prisoners and carry out attacks.

64. ChiefJD - Former Chiefdom speaker in Talia will testify on the Paragraph 13, 24e, 2 hours In person (Mende)

Murana peaceful co-existence between Kamajors and civilians, 25f(counts 1-2)
how the Kamajors defended Talia against rebels
incursion
- the supply of logistics and the alleged killings in Talia

65. P.C. Brima M. - Former commander in Talia and present day Paragraph 24e, 25f(counts 2 hours In person (Mende)

Jusa paramount chief in Yawbeko will testify about how the 1-2) 27(count 5)
Kamajors operated at Talia and the peaceful
coexistence between the kamajors and the civilians.
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- The alleged killings of civilians by the Kamajors in
Talia and the alleged burning and looting at Talia

66. Abu Bawote - Former commander in Moyamba will testify about Paragraphs 23, 24d,25 2 hours In person (Mende)

Commander alleged orders given by Hinga Norman regarding (counts 1-2),27(count 5)
civilians/collaborators
- The alleged killings that took place in Bradford and
Moyamba
- The alleged looting and burning by the Kamaiors

67. Matthew - District officer in Moyamba will testify to alleged Paragraphs 23, 24d, 26b, 2 hours In person (English)

Manna (district events in Moyamba as District Officer and how the 27,28

officer, Moyamba government of President Kabbah was already reinstated
and functional during the alleged incidents in Bradford

) and Moyamba.

68. Co Obai - Former commander in Moyamba will testify about Paragraphs 23, 2 hours In person (Mende)

(Kamajor town meetings held in Bumpeh and alleged activities in 24d,25(counts 1-2)

Commander) Bumpeh.
- The alleged killings in Moyamba and Bradford by the
Kamajors

69. Kini Torma - Commander in Moyamba will testify to alleged Paragraphs 23, 24d, 2 hours In person (Mende)

(Kamajor occurrences at Moyamba given in evidence by TF2- 25(counts 1-2)

Commander)
165.

70. P.C. Joseph - How the chiefs and elders mobilized resources to get Paragraphs 17 & 29( count 2 hours In person (English)

Ali-Kamara short guns from the localities and the selection of 5)

KongomohII
persons to be initiated as Kamajors and the rules laid
down to be recruited as a Kamajor in Moyamba District

(Paramount Chief - How women and children were immunized from
of Fakunya bullets to protect them from rebel attack while the men
Chiefdom) were away fighting.

71. Kakpata - Former commander in Moyamba will testify to Paragraphs 23, 24d, 25 3 hours In person (Mende)

Abdulai (Kamajor alleged occurrences at Moyamba District (counts 1-2)

Commander)
- The alleged killings in Bradford and Bradford given
in evidence by TF2-170.

72. Vandi Konneh - Former battalion commander in Blama will testify to Paragraph 25b (counts 1-2) 3 hours In person (Mende)

(former Kamajor alleged occurrences in Blama.

battalion
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Commander)
73. Mohammed - Former CDF Battalion secretary in Blama will testify Paragraph 25b(countsI-2) 3 hours In person (Mende)

Rogers to alleged killings in Blama.

74. Kamoh Lahai - Witness will testify about alleged killings of the Paragraphs 13, 17,19, 20, 3 hours In person (Mende)

(Former Kamajor kamajors in Bonthe district and the alleged burning of 23,24b,c,e, 25b,d,f(counts

initiator) houses. 1-2)
- How witness was invited to a cabinet meeting in
Conakry by President Kabbah and the purpose was
how to reinstate the President and his cabinet back
- How the President and the rest of the cabinet
prevailed on Chief Norman to talk to the Kamajors to
fight back the soldiers/rebels and how in the said
meeting the government accepted to provide the
logistical support, arms and ammunition and Ecomog
to provide the training.
- How initiators were always airlifted from Base Zero
to Hastings and Lungi by Ecomog to immunize them.
- How Ecomog assisted in planning the Black
December operations
- The capture of Kenema and Bo under the supervision
ofEcomog as instructed by the government
-The alleged killings in BO police station

75. Hassan Feika -How witness met Chief Norman in Liberia and he told Paragraphs 13, 14, 17, 18, 3 hours In person (Mende)

(former them to wait for the approval of the government before 20,23,24abc,

Operational fighting. 25bdg(counts 1-2)

Commander) - How witness was trained by Ecomog after approval 27(count 5)

by the government and he was appointed Operational
Battalion Commander after his training by the War
Council.
- The command structure of the CDF and how chiefs
directed them on what to do.
- How Kamajors fought under the command ofEcomog
- The difficulties faced by the Kamajors during the
fighting and the lack of communication equipment.
- The creation of the War Council and how they
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appointed Kamajors into various ranks.
- How SSD and captured police officers were handed to
commissioners of police
- How witness deployed troops for the capture of
Koribondo and how when soldiers were withdrawing
they were setting houses ablaze.
- The attack by the Kamajors on Bo under the
command and control ofEcomog forces

76. Joe Nunie -How the War Council mandated Albert Nallo to Paragraphs 13, 17, 18, 19, 4 hours In person (Mende)
(former battalion replace Vanjawai with Joe Taimidey as commander for 20,21,23, 24c & f, 25d &
commander) Jaima Bongor chiefdom while witness was made g(counts 1-2)

deputy commander.
- How Nallo brought logistics from the war council
with instructions from the war council to capture
Koribondo
- How before the attack Joe Taimiday's uncle was
killed at Koribondo and his guts were removed and
used as check point
- What happened to captured soldiers at Koribondo and
the weapons and artilleries recovered from the soldiers.
- How Bo was captured by Kamajors under the
command of Ecomog and how captured soldiers were
handed to Ecornog

77. Kevin Lewis - Will testify about the relationship between the Paragraphs 13, 17, 19, 24e, 2 hours In person (English)

(Journalist with civilians and the Kamajors, how the Kamajors were 25f(counts 1-2 unlawful

Awoko
placed under Ecomog and how the Kamajors got killings)
supply of arms and ammunition from Ecomog, how

Newspaper) Ecomog airlifted the Kamajors from Base Zero to
various locations, about alleged killings in Talia
Yawbekow
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ANNEXB
LIST OF EXHIBITS THE NORMAN DEFENCE TEAM INTENDS TO OFFER IN ITS
CASE AS PER CONSEQUENTIAL ORDER FOR COMPLIANCE OF 28th Nov. 2005.

No. Title of Document Nature and Contents Objection
from
Prosecution?

l. Committee on National This exhibit deals with the Not sure
Militia/CDF, dated 29th Committee set up by President
January 1999 Kabbah to handle all policy

matters relating to the National
Militia/CDF and Chaired by the
then Vice President with various
ministers as members.

2. Civil Defence Forces This exhibit deals with the Not Sure
Structure structure of the CDF starting with

the National Co-ordinating
Committee Members, District
Defence Committee Members,
Chiefdom Defence Committee
members.

3. Discussions on Civil This exhibit talks about issues Not Sure
Defence Force (CDF) presented for discussion:
Issues between the - The new structure ofthe National
Provincial Authorities Coordinating Committee
(South) and Dr. Harry -Management of the resources
Will, Member of the provided for the CDF
National Coordinating -Creation of National Civil Militia
Committee (NCC) on at District Level
Friday March 19, 1999

4. Complaint of harassment -This exhibit talks about a Not Sure
of violence against complaint that was lodged against
Kamajors by RUF/AFRC the Kamajors
along the Waterloo
Masiaka and Mile 91
Highway.

5. The Establishment -Temporary assignment of Not Sure
Secretary, The Directorate- personnel to the Civil Defence
General, Ministry Defence Committee.
dated 25th February 99.

6. Activities of Kamajors, - Complaint against Kamajors Not sure
dated 8 June 1999. from Ecomog
Activities of Kamajors, - Reply to the complaint against
dated 21st June, 1999 the Activities of Kamajors from

Charles Moiwo
7. Letter from the Office of - This document talks about Not Sure
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the President "Payment of further discussions held the
Ration to the Civil Defence President and the Vice President
Forces" dated 8th on the analyses of the new figures
November 1999 agreed upon as support to the Civil

Defence Forces per month
8. Provision of Logistics to This document explains the Not Sure

District dated March 23, putting in place of a Committee
1999 known as National Coordinating

Committee of the Civil Defence
Forces with the primary aim of
coordinating the supply of
logistics

9. National Co-ordinating - Increase in logistics supply to Not Sure
Committee Meeting Held 'operational' CDF
at the Lodge-8th April - That operational CDF should not
1999. be deployed or militarily used

without the approval/consent of
the CDS as their deployment
should be militarily controlled

10. National Co-ordinating - The committee agreed to abolish Not sure
Committee. Minutes of the National War Council which
Meeting held on Tuesday has been superseded by the
9th March, 1999 at the National Co-ordinating Committee
Lodge. - Initiators should be continued to

be supported
- Food ration and cash distribution

11. - Letter dated 7th April - He notes with regret that contrary Not Sure
1999 from Harry Will to to understanding, resources are
the Secretary-National Co- being disbursed to the four
ordinating Committee. districts in the Southern region
-Letter written to the Vice without either reference to him or
President by Dr. Harry even to merely inform him
Will titled "Administration - Expresses concern about the
of Resources for CDF, administration of resources for the
Southern Province dated CDF, Southern Province.
3rd May, 1999

12. Findings on the allegations - The letter is written to inform the Not Sure
against Kamajors Deputy Minister of Defence about
Harassment of Civilians at the findings of the allegations
Fogbo Village against the Kamajors and the

investigation carried out.
13. National Coordinating - Problems about logistics Not Sure

Committee Meeting Held - Means of transportation ofCDF
at the Lodge on Thursday - That the Secretariat takes full
6th May, 1999 control over food allocation and to

give regular monthly report.
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- Concerns about handling of food
by District Officers and Chiefs.

14. National Coordinating - Training, provision of fighting Not Sure
Committee Meeting at the logistics and deployment of
Lodge-Saturday 6th March, Western area Hunters
1999 - Concerns from the President that

the CDF in Eastern province has
not received enough logistics
- The situation at the war front
particularly Makeni
- The Committee briefing about
the situation of troops deployed in
various places
- The setting up of a sub-
Committee on weapons to meet
with H.E. on the weapons situation
and to urge RE. about the
seriousness of the matter

15. Situation Report on Kono - Current report from front lines in Not Sure
North-East Front Lines to the Kono North-East bordering
the Resident Minister and Sierra Loene
Chairman, CDF-Eastern
Region.

16. Emergency Requisition for - Requisition for CDF on the Not Sure
the Kono North/East Kono/Guinea border fighting the
(Guinea Border Axis) to rebels in both Kono and Kailahun
Flush out AFRC/RUF Districts
Junta Rebels from Kono
District dated 4th Feb.
1999 addressed to the Vice
President, Chairman.

17. Requisition for Logistical - Request for logistical items to be Not Sure
Support Items dated 11 th supplied to the local hunters-CDF
Dec. 1998 addressed to the at Kono/Guinea borders
Chief of Defence Staff

18. Mualim Hassan R Feika, - Letter of appointment as Not Sure
Civil Defence Force Operational Commander to Hassan
Pujehun dated 13th May, Feika, signed by Alhaji Daramy
1998 Rogers on behalf ofthe War

Council.
19. Suspension from Office -Letter of suspension of Thomas Not Sure

and all Duties: Mr Thomas Langba pending investigation of
P.D. Langba dated 6th his activities by the CDF
March, 2000. Disciplinary Committee.

20. General Monitoring and - Assessment team comprising the Not Sure
Reporting, Deployment Head of Monitoring and Reporting
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Assessment and Situation Department undertook a trip on the
Report dated 7th July 1999 Freetown-Masiaka Bridge with the

main aim of carrying out
verification exercise on CDF
Operational Personnel
Deployment along the route
- Evaluate their problems in
relation to deployment routine
- To establish through
recommendation strategies
- The cordial relationship existing
between the Ecomog personnel
deployed with the CDF.

21. Organogram of the Civil -Chart of the hierarchical structure Not Sure
Defence Forces in Sierra of the Civil Defence Force
Leone

22. Statement by H. E. The A comprehensive statement of the Not Sure
President Alhaji Dr. conflict situation in Sierra Leone
Ahmad Tejan Tejan and the peace from 1991 to 2002
Kabbah, Made Before the from the perspective of the
Truth and Reconciliation government.
Commission

23. TRC Report: Overview and Comprehensive review, findings Not Sure
Findings and recommendations of the

conflict in Sierra Leone from 1991
to 2002
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